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Extraordinary teas, exceptional experienceTea Forté is presented at premier properties worldwide
Wynn Las Vegas  Wynn Encore  Omni Hotels  Waldorf Astoria Collection Properties (select properties)  W Hotels  Vdara MGM City  

Center  One & Only Palmilla  Four Seasons Spas (select properties)  Mayflower Inn & Spa  Intercontinental Hotels (select properties)  

The Point  Acqualina Resort & Spa  The Ritz-Carlton (select properties)  The Wauwinet Inn  Jumeriah Carlton Tower  Four Seasons 

London  Berkeley Hotel, London  Trianon Palace, Versailles  Hotel Plaza Athénée, Paris  Four Seasons George V, Paris  Mandarin 

Oriental, Tokyo  Gstaad Palace, Switzerland  Langham Hotel  The Gansevoort Hotels  Windstar Cruises  Loews Hotels (select 

properties)  Grand Del Mar  Wentworth by the Sea  Rosewood Sand Hill   Sanctuary on Camelback  Grand Hyatt  Trump International  

Atlantis Resort  JW Marriott  Conrad Hotel  The Hay-Adams  West Baden Springs Hotel  Old Edwards Inn & Spa  Le Meridien
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Tea Forté takes great pride in offering only the finest 

tea leaves in the world. There are no compromises. The 

teas we choose to offer represent less than 1% of all 

the teas available and yield diverse, subtle flavors that 

cannot be found in other tea offerings. The dedication 

and determination to present the definitive cup of tea 

Extraordinary teas, exceptional experience

starts by working directly with the growers who share 

our passion to produce extraordinary teas. Our ultra-

premium teas are the heart of the rich tea experience. We 

invite you to present the Tea Forté experience to your 

guests and watch as they rejoice in the beauty and pure 

taste of our exquisite teas.

Tea Forté is presented at premier properties worldwide
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signature 
pyramids

 

K = Certified  Kosher 

12567
12577

white ambrosia

white ginger pear

white tea

green tea

12565
12570
12563
12509
12585 
12552
12564

china gunpowder

green mango peach (organic)

jasmine green (organic)

lemon sorbetti (organic) 

moroccan mint

oasis

sencha (organic)K

K

K

Combining serenity and sophistication with 
an appreciation for great artistry, Tea Forté’s 
handcrafted pyramid silken infuser is the 
quintessential experience.  Placed into a cup, the 
infuser is designed to allow the delicate  leaves 
to luxuriantly unfurl in the hot water, offering 
up their complex characteristics, producing a                                         
                                      deliciously aromatic and
                                      flavorful cup.

These compact boxes hold 48 infusers, sealed in four freshness trays of twelve. Brief description 
and brewing specifics are on each end label.

pyramid bulK pacKs

1 case pack 
48 infusers per box

12560 formosa oolong

oolong tea

K

blacK tea

black currant

bombay chai

coconut chocolate truffle

decaf breakfast

earl grey (organic)

english breakfast (organic)

estate darjeeling

forté (organic)

lapsang souchong

orange pekoe

orchid vanilla

vienna cinnamon

12557
12566
12511
12562
12554
12559
12568
12553
 12561
12558
12582
12583

K

K
K

K

K
K

K

12569 
12598
12556
12555
12584
12551
12549
12579
12581

herbal tea

african solstice

blueberry merlot (organic)

chamomile citron (organic)

citrus mint (organic)

coco truffle

flora

ginger lemongrass (organic)

lemon vervain (organic)

raspberry nectar

K

K

K

K
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A modern approach to tableside or banquet presentation.  
A solid hardwood tray with polished metal inlays.  
Holds 24 infusers.

presentation tray

12.5 x 9.0 x 0.8”   1 case pack   20003

The traditional tableside presentation box. 
Solid hardwood. Holds 24 infusers.
13.8 x 1.7 x 11.3”   1 case pack   20001

presentation case

customizable tea menu
Impress your guests with our easy to print, 
customizable Tea Forté menus. Include your 
logo and up to 20 tea blends. 

create your menus online: 
http://www.teaforte.com/tea-menu/

 

Tea knowledge equals unparalleled experience. 
Basic tea fundamentals and Tea Forté serving 
specifics.

training dvd

watch the video online: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqJaV1barA8

7.5 x 10.0 x 11.5”   1 case pack   30205

acrylic Kitchen stand
This kitchen stand keeps blends organized  
for fast and easy back-of-the-house access.  
Holds up to 10 freshness trays from our  
pyramid bulk pack. 
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café cup 
presentation

An elegant porcelain teacup ensemble. The custom cover 
keeps the tea hot while brewing and reveals our signature 
leaf. Lid easily converts to saucer. Serves 8 oz.

This artful, maple serving tray is designed to generously 
hold a Café Cup, Tea Tray and Sugar & Creamer. 

Our porcelain Sugar & Creamer combine natural forms 
with geometric simplicity. Available as a set.

Our Tea Trays, perfect for capturing drips after brewing, 
come in three spirited colors:

•	 Celery green 20509
•	 Butter yellow 20511
•	 Bone white 20512

café cup

tea tray

sugar & creamer set

maple oval tray

6 case pack   20603

16 case pack

6 case pack   20704

6 case pack   20602

Transform every cup of tea into a 
ritual of calm and focus with our 
custom designed Café Cup collection.  
This is the signature Tea Forté 
presentation.
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The classic lines of a traditional tea 
service are updated with contemporary 
square forms. A sophisticated porcelain 
ensemble dramatically presented on  
a sleek, ebonized hardwood tray.

solstice 
presentation

The porcelain Solstice teapot is at home in any setting. 
A hole in the lid reveals our signature leaf. 12 oz.

Sleek, modern and jet black. This ebonized hardwood 
tray showcases the Solstice presentation.

This elegant porcelain teacup is complemented by 
a contemporary square saucer. Styled to coordinate 
with the Solstice Teapot. 6 oz.

solstice teapot

solstice teacup & saucer

tribeca ebonized tray

6 case pack   20713

6 case pack   20715

6 case pack   20716
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Serenity and focus, design and function.  
Tea Forté’s handblown glassware is  
aesthetically pleasing and highly  
functional. Each piece showcases  
the beauty of our silken infusers  
and jewel-like teas.

sontu® 
presentation

The holed lid allows our signature leaf and stem to create 
a stunning presentation. 12 oz.

sontu teapot

4 case pack   20910

A wide rim handblown glass cup that sits on a dramatic 
oversized saucer. 6 oz.

sontu teacup & saucer

4 case pack   20900

A refined and elegant presentation of our captivating 
infuser that coordinates with any table setting.

glass tea tray

16 case pack   20920

This innovative double-wall glass keeps 
your tea hot while remaining cool to 
the touch. 10 oz.

poom double-wall glass

4 case pack   20941
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Each infuser is portioned 
to brew an individual  
cocktail. Leave the infuser  
in the glass as an intrigu-
ing,    conversation-starting  
garnish. 

infuse a glass
To infuse a 750ml bottle, 
steep eight infusers in           
alcohol for 30 minutes or to 
desired strength. The longer 
the spirits infuse, the more 
exotic they become.  

infuse a bottle

The spirited fun of tea. Meet the demand 
for trendy tea-based cocktails with these 
innovative infusers. Each is filled with teas, 
herbs and spices that infuse directly in  
alcohol. Craft your own signature cocktail, 
or add a taste of the exotic to a classic. 

cocktail  
infusions™

lemongrass mint
A blend of spearmint leaves and lemongrass, perfectly 
proportioned to add a light, refreshing dimension to any 
cocktail. 
48 infusers per case   18101

lavender citrus
Delicate white tea, lavender petals, lemon balm and 
bergamot meld into a fragrant, layered infusion with a 
dramatic violet color.
48 infusers per case   18102

silKroad chai
Black tea, cinnamon, ginger root and cardamom are 
blended to create a bold, complex, flavor-forward infusion 
that excites the palate. 
48 infusers per case   18103

http://www.teaforte.com/tealiving/cocktails.cfm
for cocKtail infusion recipes visit:
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Flash-chill the freshest iced tea with this dramatic tableside presentation. 
The perfect upsell or in-room dining experience.

tea-over-ice®

4 case pack   20940

brewing pitchers
Two sculpturally designed, heat resistant glass pitchers stack  
for a dramatic table side presentation. Brews 24oz.

Place the large signature pyramid infuser in the top pitcher to steep a concentrated brew. 
Pour over ice in front of the guest for the freshest iced tea ever.

tea-over-ice pyramid bulK pacKs
40 infusers per box   

16701  ceylon gold (organic) 
 For serious refreshment, this tea raises the bar on a well known classic.
 
16702  pomegranate blackberry 
 Crisp black tea, blended with pomegranate and berries for an invigorating blend. 
 
16703  raspberry nectar 
 A luscious, juicy, raspberry blend that brews a dramatic and flavorful cup. 
 
16704 white ginger pear 
 An alluring blend of white tea and pear, with a balanced tone of ginger.
 
16705  lavender citrus 
 A crisp blend of white tea, delicate lavender and citrusy lemon balm.
 
16706  green mango peach (organic) 
  Superior green tea blended with cooling peppermint leaves,  

mango nectar and sweet peach.
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15157 black currant

15166 bombay chai

15112 coconut chai latte

15111 coconut chocolate truffle

15162 decaf breakfast

15154 earl grey (organic)

15159 english breakfast (organic)

15168 estate darjeeling

15144 hazelnut truffle

15161 lapsang souchong

15182 orchid vanilla

15186 sweet orange spice

15183 vienna cinnamon

15175 cherry marzipan (organic)

15110 coconut mango colada

15172 cucumber mint (organic)

15170 green mango peach (organic)

15173 honey yuzu

15163 jasmine green (organic)

15109 lemon sorbetti (organic) 

15185 moroccan mint

15152 oasis

15164 sencha (organic)

15174 lychee coconut

15104 peach rhubarb preserve (organic)

15103 tangerine rosemary (organic)

15106 tupelo honey fig (organic)

15167 white ambrosia

15107 white cinnamon sage (organic)

15177 white ginger pear

15105 wild apple ginger (organic)

15169 african solstice 
15195 apricot amaretto (organic)

15180 belgian mint

15198 blueberry merlot (organic)

15156 chamomile citron (organic)

15197 cherry cosmo (organic)

15155 citrus mint (organic)

15151 flora

15149 ginger lemongrass (organic)

15188 harvest apple spice

15199 kiwi lime ginger (organic)

15196 mojito marmalade (organic)

15181 raspberry nectar

15187 sweet ginger plum

15176 swiss apple (organic)

15108 wild berry hibiscus (organic)

K
K
K

blacK tea

green tea

white tea

herbal tea

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

loose leaf tea  
Garden to cup… sourced from the world’s finest tea gardens, these exceptional blends of fresh, 
sustainably harvested leaves, herbs, fruits and flowers yield the ultimate cup. 

14366 bombay chai

14354 earl grey (organic)

14359 english breakfast (organic)

14368 estate darjeeling

14382 orchid vanilla

14360 formosa oolong

14370 green mango peach (organic)

14363 jasmine green (organic)

14309 lemon sorbetti (organic)

14364 sencha (organic) 

14377  white ginger pear

14369 african solstice

14398 blueberry merlot (organic)

14356 chamomile citron (organic)

14379 lemon vervain (organic)

14381 raspberry nectar

blacK tea

oolong tea

green tea

white tea

herbal tea

K

K

K

K

K

K

one pound bags
Our most called for blends in 1 lb resealabel bags. 
Approximately 150–200 servings. 

loose leaf tea canisters
Recyclable air-tight steel canisters. 
Appproximately 150–200 servings. 
4 canisters per case 
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Serving loose leaf tea has never been easier. Our tea tools are both functional and stylish, offering everything 
you need to introduce your guests to an enhanced loose tea service.

loose tea accessories

forté tea press
Add a touch of glass to the guest experience with the Forté Tea Press. 
Distinctively designed, the plunger- style brewing method steeps the 
rich, full-bodied character of our premium teas with elegance and ease. 
Contemporary, polished-plated stainless steel with black accents.  
Brews 12 oz.
4 case pack   20952

This stainless steel basket infuser and lid (sans hole) fit in our 
Solstice Teapot for a flawless loose tea service.

solstice teapot & loose tea infuser

6 case pack   infuser   20718
6 case pack   teapot    20715

perfect measure spoon
Steep perfect tea time and again with this deep forged stainless steel 
loose tea measuring spoon. Our spoon brews one perfect cup.
10 case pack  20942 

Enhance your guest experience with a detailed blend description.  
Available for blends offered in one pound bags

tea talKer

200 case pack 

99474 bombay chai
99468 earl grey
99470 english breakfast
99475 estate darjeeling
99481 orchid vanilla
99471 formosa oolong
99477 green mango peach
99472 jasmine green
99467 lemon sorbetti 

99473 sencha 
99478 white ginger pear
99476 african solstice
99482 blueberry merlot
99469 chamomile citron 
99479 lemon vervain 
99480 raspberry nectar
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cucumber mint:  with green tea for youth recovery 
Special reserve green tea with invigorating cool notes of cucumber fruit 
and fresh mint, with the taste of sweet, succulent blueberries.

cherry marzipan:  with green tea for corrective repair 
Special reserve green tea with the tart-sweet lushness  
of acerola cherries and the depth of nutty toasted almond.

swiss apple:  with red tea for skin support 
Naturally caffeine-free rooibos with the taste of fresh, crisp apples,  
the euphoric flavor of delicious, deep dark Alpine chocolate, and the 
tingle of cinnamon.

honey yuzu:  with green tea for natural renewal 
Special reserve green tea with the bright, exotic citron  
flavor of yuzu sweetened with full blossom bee pollen.

lychee coconut:  with white tea for radiant skin 
Rare white tea with the exotic tropical notes of sweet lychee  
and the intoxicating fragrance of fresh cut coconut. 

Delicious skin-smart teas are meticulously blended 

to work with the body’s chemistry to help protect and 

take care of the skin from within. These teas deliver 

the detoxifying effects of abundant plant-based 

antioxidants,  a strong tool in skin recovery and the 

fight against visible signs of skin ageing. With an 

integrative approach to beauty,  these distinctively 

delectable teas are intended to promote and 

preserve a more luminous appearance, helping 

to keep you looking and feeling beautiful.  

Enjoy throughout the day. 

“Consumption of green tea compounds help support improvements 
in women’s skin elasticity, density, texture and hydration.”

- Journal of Nutrition
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The perfect complement to your spa experience.

pyramid bulK pacKs

A solid hardwood tray with polished metal inlays.  
Holds 24 infusers.

presentation tray

12.5 x 9.0 x 0.8”  
1 case pack   20003

beauty from within

loose leaf canisters
4 canister per case  • approximately 150–200 servings

cucumber mint  
(organic)

15172

cherry marzipan  
(organic)

15175

honey yuzu  
15173

lychee coconut 
15174

swiss apple  
(organic)

15176

Combining serenity and sophistication with an appreciation for great artistry,  
our handcrafted pyramid silken infuser is the quintessential tea experience.  
These compact boxes hold 48 infusers, sealed in four freshness trays of twelve.  
Brief description and brewing specifics are on each end label. 

cucumber mint (organic)
honey yuzu
lychee coconut

cherry marzipan (organic)
swiss apple (organic)

12572
12573 
12574
12575 
12576

1 case pack
48 pyramid infusers per box 
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coconut chai latte
Zesty cinnamon, cardamom  

and clove with island coconut. 

coconut mango colada
Green tea, sweet mango  

and coconut.

green mango peach
Heady nectar of mangos and lush 

sweet peach for a sunny cup.

vienna cinnamon
Naturally sweet cinnamon 

blended with finest black tea.

sweet orange spice
Fruity notes of citrus with 

the zing of cinnamon.

black currant
Lush and fruity with soothingly 

sweet floral notes.

bombay chai
Rich Imperial spices for  

a flavorful cup of exotica.

english breakfast
Robust and entrancing.  

Enjoy with a splash of milk.

orange pekoe
Rich in flavor, yet mellow  

and fulfilling. Simply delicious.

hazelnut truffle
Rich dark chocolate enrobed 

with hints of hazelnut.

lapsang souchong
Rare leaves smoked over 

pinewood embers.

formosa oolong
A bit bolder than green teas, 

slightly nutty and lightly roasted.

estate darjeeling
The champagne of teas,  

delicious and fragrant.

ceylon gold
Our refreshing black tea raises 
the bar on a well-loved classic.

pomegranate blackberry
Crisp, black tea infused with 

pomegranate and berries.

earl grey
Assam leaves with an aromatic 

liquoring of citrus bergamot.

orchid vanilla
Black tea with Madagascar 

vanilla and the taste of coconut.

cherry marzipan
The taste of sweet cherries  

and the depth of toasted almond.

cucumber mint
Invigorating cucumber and mint 

with a taste of blueberries.

honey yuzu
The bright citron flavor of sweet-
tart yuzu and wildflower honey.

jasmine green
Prized, intoxicatingly fragrant, 
jasmine blossom green tea.

coconut chocolate truffle
Seductive chocolate cacao and 

creamy island coconut.

forté
Our signature blend is sprinkled 

with delicate jasmine flowers.

leaf tea menu

decaf breakfast
Lush and satisfying with  

a raisiny depth.

K

K

KK K K

K

K

K

oasis
Finest green tea, hand-picked 
blossoms with a citrus finish.

lemon sorbetti
Fragrantly fresh citrus with  

the sweetness of honey.

moroccan mint
Refreshing, hand-rolled green 

tea and cooling nana mint.

sencha
A soothing taste with fresh 

green vegetal notes.

K K

lavender citrus
A crisp blend of delicate 

lavender and citrusy lemon balm.

   
  N
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WINNER

china gunpowder
Hand-rolled green tea leaves,

styled to protect their oils.

K
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Certified  
Kosher

K
Available for

Tea-Over-Ice

black tea 
3-5 minutes

contains caffeine

green tea 
2-3 minutes

some caffeine

white tea 
2-3 minutes

very little caffeine

herbal tea 
3-5 minutes
caffeine free

oolong tea 
3-5 minutes

contains caffeine

lychee coconut
The exotic tropical notes of sweet 

lychee and fresh cut coconut.

raspberry nectar
The taste of succulent raspberries 
with ruby-hued hibiscus flowers.

mojito marmalade
Lush citrus with spearmint and 

high-mountain rooibos.

swiss apple
The taste of crisp apples, dark 

Alpine chocolate and cinnamon. 

sweet ginger plum
Fruit and blossoms, with the 

tingle of cinnamon and ginger.

white cinnamon sage
White tea with the zing  

of cinnamon and  a wisp of sage.

white ginger pear
Pai MuTan white tea with sweet 

pear and the zing of ginger.

african solstice
A rooibos herb blend of sweet 

berries and blossoms.

apricot amaretto
A double delight of sweet apricot 
and peach with notes of almond.

belgian mint
Deep chocolate decadence  
with the enticement of mint.

cherry cosmo 
Taste of cherries and raspberries 

with hibiscus blossoms.

citrus mint
A refreshing tea with 

 peppermint and delighting citrus.

coco truffle
Finest cacao infused with fennel, 

licorice and cardamom.

chamomile citron
Soothing blend of blossoms and 

flowers with a zest of citrus.

blueberry merlot
The taste of succulent blueber-
ries with a subtle wisp of sage.

kiwi lime ginger
Fresh citrus complemented  

by the taste of ginger.

harvest apple spice
Apples brightened with berries,  

blended with cinnamon and clove.

ginger lemongrass
Citrusy herbs blended with  

an enlivening tingle of ginger.

K

flora
Hibiscus petals with the zing  

of cinnamon and sweet licorice.

KK

wild berry hibiscus
Juicy berries, punctuated with 

aromatic hibiscus flowers.

wild apple ginger
White tea with spicy ginger  

and the sweet taste of apple.

white ambrosia
White tea with sweet notes  
of vanilla and island coconut.

tupelo honey fig
A summer medley of sweet figs 

and the taste of honey.

tangerine rosemary
A fruity garden cup of rare  

white tea and fragrant rosemary.

peach rhubarb preserve
White tea with savory rhubarb 
and the sweet taste of peaches.

lemon vervain
A crisp citrus infusion of lemon 
vervain and lemon balm leaves.

K
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